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HERZLIA WEIZMANN PRIMARY SCHOOL
40 KLOOF ROAD
SEA POINT
8005
TEL: 021 4349551
FAX: 021 4395278
E-mail: akrupenia@herzlia.com
Website: http://www.herzlia.com
Director of Education of United Herzlia Schools: Mr Geoff Cohen
Principal: Mr Anton Krupenia
Chairman of United Herzlia Schools board: Mrs Natalie Barnett
Evaluation Team:
Mr Will Farrell - Deputy Principal
Mrs Clarissa Coetzee - Afrikaans Teacher
Mrs Sandra Nightingale - Grade 4 class Teacher
Mentor: Mrs Norma Winearls
Weizmann Primary School was evaluated using the Core Model
during August 2017. Our opinion surveys were completed in June
2017. The focus groups were held during the evaluation week. The
School would like to thank Norma for all her knowledge, input and
perspective that she shared with us prior to and during our
evaluation.
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VISION STATEMENT
The aim of United Herzlia Schools is to provide the best possible
Judaic, secular and cultural education for Jewish children in order to
foster their Jewish identity and to enhance their potential for
participation within both the Jewish and the wider society.
HISTORY OF WEIZMANN
Weizmann Preparatory School was founded in January 1953. It was the second
Jewish Day School to open in Cape Town and shared premises with the Talmud
Torah and Nursery School. Mr M E Katz, who had been appointed Principal of
Herzlia at the beginning of 1955, acted as Honorary Principal of Weizmann
Preparatory School.
The school differed from Herzlia School in respect of its being a congregational
school, with the Green and Sea Point Congregation being primarily responsible
for its provisions. It opened its doors to all Jewish children irrespective of their
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congregational affiliation.
In 1958 Mr Issy Cohen, Vice Principal of Herzlia, took over honorary
principalship from Mr Katz and Mrs L Rosenfield, a preparatory teacher, was
appointed interim Principal. In the same year, the school, boasting 88 pupils,
was said to have “a reputation, second to none for its very high standard of
teaching and discipline”. In 1959 the struggle to establish Weizmann as a
primary and not a preparatory school finally came to an end with the opening of
a Standard 2 class with the intention of establishing a fully fledged primary
school up to Std 5 as a feeder to Herzlia High School. This necessitated the
extension of the school premises and Mr Issy Cohen was appointed Principal of
Weizmann School in 1961.
In January 1976 Weizmann School amalgamated with the Herzlia School
System and became known as Herzlia Weizmann School and Mr S J Lifschitz
was appointed Principal. With the new amalgamation, building expansion began
and by the end of 1977, the school had a new wing that incorporated the space
previously occupied by the Nursery School which had now moved to adjacent
premises. In 1980 Mr J Garb was appointed Principal of the school and in the
following year, he was succeeded by Mr S B Kopelowitz.
During 1981 the school secured the use of the Major Weizmann Hall and a
connecting passage was built giving direct access to it. The school is now able
to use these new amenities for prayers, assemblies, physical education, drama,
speech and choir practices, for stage productions and the celebration of Jewish
Chaggim.
IN 1991 Mr R.S. Freedman succeeded Mr Kopelowitz as Principal of Herzlia
Atlantic Campus.
Mr Freedman was followed by Mr Howard Goldberg in 2006 and then in 2012 Mr
Anton Krupenia (an ex Weizmann and Herzlia pupil) was appointed Principal of
Herzlia Weizmann. Alon Ashel Pre-Primary School together with Herzlia
Weizmann Primary School make up the Atlantic region. Herzlia Weizmann has
been serving the Jewish Community in Sea Point for the past 64 years.
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Educational Facilities
● 16 Classrooms
● 1 Library
● 1 Computer room - 26 Chromebooks
● 1 Art Room
● 1 Music Room
● 1 Counsellor’s Office
● Learning Centre
● 1 SENCO Office
● 1 Staff Room
● 1 Multi-Purpose Hall
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● 1 Multi-Purpose Astroturf
● 3 Playground Areas
● 3 Cricket Nets
● Swimming pool with pool covers
● 2 Netball Courts
● 1 Tuck Shop
● 1 Printing Room
● 1 Workroom, along with a Kitchen and Kosher Kitchen
● 7 Admin Offices
● Recreational Seating Area
● Sports Storeroom
● Storage Facility on the car park
Classes range from 18 – 25 learners from Grade 1 to Grade 6. Our annual fees
range from R60 354 for Grade 1 to R67 959 for Grade 6.
Social, Economic and Cultural Profiles
Our school comprises of 295 learners, 157 boys (53%) and 138 girls (47%).
Herzlia Weizmann is a Jewish community school comprising of 97% Jewish
learners.
All Jewish learners are afforded the opportunity to a Jewish
education, even if their parents are unable to pay the full school fees. The
Herzlia Foundation, a trust that manages funds raised within the Jewish
community to assist these learners, covers the deficit.
The language of instruction is English, which is the home language of the
majority of our pupils. Hebrew and Afrikaans are taught as compulsory second
languages. Being a community school, both to the surrounding area and Jewish
faith, most of the families live close to the school and are part of the greater
Jewish community. This lends itself to the school having a close-knit, family–
orientated ethos between community, parents, teachers and learners. The
parent body is professionally varied and incorporates both single and double
income families. The economic sector represented is the upper-middle income
stream.
As Herzlia adopts an Inclusive Educational policy, we welcome all children,
regardless of their academic, social or emotional needs.
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Compliance
The school has full accreditation from UMALUSI: SCH00655PA; following
completion of the evaluation dated 2014.
This IQAA document is in compliance with the demands of ISASA membership.
Means and Methods Used In The Evaluation
The primary focus of the evaluation was Teaching and Learning. Opinion
surveys, classroom observation, interviews, focus groups, school policies, vision
and mission of the school, timetable, records and schemes of work, UHS
academic guidelines and discussion groups were all used in this IQAA
evaluation.
Chief Results of Opinion Surveys
Positives and Issues brought out in Parent Surveys

Agree

Disagree

Children are given meaningful homework.

76%

24%

School satisfies my Child's sporting needs.

70%

30%

Understand the role of the school governors.

70%

30%

Some children are bullied at my school.

22%

78%

School has high standards in cultural activities.

55%

45%

I feel safe and secure at school

99%

1%

School satisfies my sporting needs.

86%

14%

Homework set is fair.

81%

19%

Discipline in school is good.

76%

24%

Some children are bullied at my school.

66%

34%

School has high standards in cultural activities.

63%

37%

Positives and Issues brought out in Learner Surveys
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Positives and Issues brought out in Teacher Surveys
Effective orientation process for new staff.

67%

33%

Teachers get on well.

70%

30%

Children are well mannered and behave appropriately.

75%

25%

Discipline: Transparent and applied consistently.

75%

25%

School has high standards in cultural activities.

78%

22%
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FINDINGS
The Weizmann IQAA team arrived at the following conclusions as regards the
Area of Operation – Quality Criteria

Teaching and Learning
1. The school’s timetable is exceptionally full and busy. Over and above the
National Curriculum we also follow a Hebrew (Tal Am or Neta) and Jewish
Life and Learning programme each day. The curriculum is broad, allowing
the children exposure to a wide variety of different subjects including
academic, sporting, cultural and Jewish heritage activities.
The curriculum is relevant to the needs of our learners and the
community. For example: when there is a Jewish festival, the curriculum
is adapted to the festival and extended to incorporate all aspects
necessary. Current world and community affairs are integrated into
the school curriculum where possible.
2. The teachers in each grade and subject plan together to ensure that
collaborative and quality teaching takes place. All teachers hand in term
planners to the principal and weekly planners are checked regularly.
Lessons are well-prepared, presented and managed and are lively,
constructive and purposeful. As Herzlia is an inclusive school, we have
learners of varying ability levels in each classroom. Most teachers are
well-trained in inclusive education and apply the concepts in the
classroom. We continue to upskill all our teachers in the latest
developments in inclusive education and learner diversity. This is an
ongoing process.
Learning team meetings (comprising SENCO, counsellors, remedial
therapists, OT’s, Speech therapists and principal) are also held on a
weekly basis in order to support all learners.
Each grade has a variety of outings per year, pertinent to the themes. We
also invite speakers and outside groups, with relevant educational
content, to our school on a regular basis. Herzlia Weizmann prides itself
on teaching holistically and this is reflected in the many instances of
incidental learning that takes place around our school on a daily basis.
3. The school affords all teacher the opportunity for self-development and
training by encouraging them to attend courses and conferences on
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education.
4. Assessment of learners, in both phases, is of a high standard. Learners
are appropriately assessed using a variety of methods in order to
determine progress in different learning areas. Herzlia Weizmann prides
itself on its communication with parents. Feedback to parents happens
swiftly and consistently. This allows for quick action to take place, both at
home and at school, in order make sure appropriate measures are in
place for the learners.
5. Herzlia Weizmann is a technologically smart school. We have smart
boards in all classes that the teachers use almost on a daily basis to
enhance their teaching. The Computers in each classroom is connected to
the network and we have Wi-Fi available throughout the school. We have
a fully functional computer lab. We recently upgraded our old desktops to
Chromebooks in order to enhance the computer lessons. We also have a
bank of Chromebooks that teachers can book out to use in their
classrooms during lessons. Technologies could be used more
efficiently and creatively to transform the learning process. This
should be ongoing.
6. We are always keeping up to date with new academic trends. We are part
of the ‘Thinking Schools’ programme. Teachers are undergoing training in
this and we should be implementing more in this regard. We recently
changed over to a ‘Singapore Maths Programme’ and we have already
seen the benefit this has had to our children's Math skills. This was
phased in, but we have now implemented it across all grades.
7. Although space is limited, and learner numbers are increasing, we provide
the learners with the necessary areas needed to ensure maximum
learning and enjoyment of school life. This is part and parcel of being an
inner city school but we do not feel that our learners are in any way
deprived because of this. We are very fortunate that we have a wonderful
relationship with Green Point Cricket Club and that we are able to use
them as our ‘Home Base’ for all our sporting activities.
8. There are structures in place for learners with barriers to learning, and we
pride ourselves on the fact that our learners receive the best possible
remedial care. We also have an excellent extension program for learners
in the foundation phase.
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Attainment and Progress
Learners read and write in English, Afrikaans and Hebrew at age appropriate
levels.
We encourage our learners to be Critical thinkers and to express themselves
freely and confidently. They are able to ask and answer questions and express
their ideas during any subject and lesson.
Academically we have a high standard and our learners excel in external
examinations, such as SACEE and Maths Olympiads.
We afford all our learners the opportunity to develop and participate in a wide
variety of Sport. As our space is limited on the school campus, we use Green
Point Cricket Club for all our internal sporting activities and fixtures.
From a Cultural Perspective, we have made great strides in the last couple of
years to offer more to our learners. We have both a junior and a senior choir
who perform regularly. Although we are not able to do Drama as a subject we
do give our learners the opportunity to do Drama as an outsourced extramural.
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Functioning of the School
At Weizmann, our policies are well structured and up-to-date. They are
developed at the UHS level for all Herzlia Schools. We are compliant with
Umalusi regulations and ISASA requirements for membership.
All our finances are run through our Director of Finance and Administration,
David Ginsberg, at a UHS level and we have annual and long-term financial
planning. These finances are well managed and controlled with books audited
annually and there is adequate insurance for premises, staff, health & safety
and pupil accidents.
Although Weizmann has limited space and facilities, our space is used wisely
and optimally but there will be continuous upgrading required as we grow. One
area of concern is that our facilities do not cater for those who are physically
challenged. This is a matter to be reviewed again in the future.
Codes of conduct are in place for learners, staff and parents. The parent guide
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has all the relevant information needed. Staff and Leadership of the school need
to be consistent regarding these rules and regulations.
As a community school, we pride ourselves on the safety and security of our
learners. We are aware of world and community events and adjust our security
as needed. We regularly practice emergency procedures for all contingencies.
As our playground areas are quite spread out we currently have three teachers
on duty at breaks in order to ensure the safety of learners.
Communication
● We believe that the communication between staff and parents are of a
high standard. Regular reports, weekly newsletters are sent to parents via
email and the D6 communicator. The D6 communicator has become an
integral and invaluable tool to keep parents and staff updated with any
changes on a daily basis.
● The communication channels between the School Leadership and the
Teachers are excellent. At present, every morning a note from the
principal is displayed for staff members to read regarding the day's
activities and reminders. Every Monday we have a staff meeting
scheduled as well as brief meetings on Wednesday and Friday mornings.

.
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Focus Group Feedback Brought Out The Following:
Areas to Celebrate
Inclusion and Diversity
At Weizmann, we welcome and address all levels of academic and social
interactions. Our school is truly inclusive and our program caters for both
extension and special needs children. Differentiation of lessons happen as often
as possible and is definitely a strength of the school.
Weizmann has a caring ethos and culture and this is due to a strong
collaboration between the staff, parents and the greater community.
Parental and Community Involvement
This could be seen as a hindrance to most schools but at Weizmann, our
parents truly have a passion for the school and the majority of our parents are
extremely positive about the school and the level of education that their
children receive at Weizmann. Parents are always willing to attend any activities
at school and their support during sport, music and even outreach programs are
phenomenal.
Jewish Community School
The pride and enthusiasm with which Judaism and Hebrew are taught
throughout the school. This is a vital and integral part of the Jewish culture and
faith and the school can rightly celebrate its incorporation at all levels of the
curriculum. The Parent body felt that this is one of the most important draw
cards for sending their children to Weizmann.

Areas to Focus On
Discipline
Parents and children believe that our Discipline could be more consistently
implemented and that teachers should not be as lenient on habitual offenders.
In this regard, the school management team has already devised a strategy
that we will call the ‘Blue Slip’ plan. This will be rolled out to the school either
next term or at the beginning of next year.
Music, Art and Drama
Parents and children feel that our cultural offering at the school is lacking.
Although our timetable is extremely full we have decided, as a school
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management team, to try and implement an ‘options’ lesson. This will allow for
an extra cultural lesson a week. Children will be allowed to choose an ‘OPTION”
for a term; either music, art or drama. That will then give the teachers more
opportunity to do more intensive subject specific activities. We are exploring
implementing this from next year.
Hebrew and Jewish Life and Learning
Staff felt that there is a definite dissonance between the two departments. Due
to the nature of the two subjects and the lack of experienced Hebrew and JLL
teachers in the country we often have to employ teachers for these subject that
are language speakers, but often not the most qualified teachers. This is very
much a systemic problem and may need to be addressed at a higher level. Even
when we try and employ teachers from Israel it creates problems of its own. We
are not sure what the solution is at this stage. This issues extends beyond just
Weizmann and is being looked at by the School Management Team and
Governing Body.
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Reflections on how well the recommendations in Cycle 1 School Report
of 2010 have been implemented:

Facilities

Recommendations
from 2010 Report
Hall floor

How did we
do?
New floor and
stage done.

Future

Hall used during a break

Implemented

Ongoing

Toilets

New girls’
bathroom built

Further
revamps to
be looked at

5 new classes
Cultural

Classes upgraded
Choir for FP

Snr and Jnr
Choirs

Full-time art teacher
Productions at school
Extra murals: drama,
dance, debating
Sport

One Art teacher
for Gr 3 - 6
2014
Implemented

Continue to
grow Music
offering
Current
Current and
again 2018

Implemented

2018

Interhouse activities
School spirit

Implemented
Excellent

Ongoing
Ongoing

Gala/ sports day

Every Year

Hiring of more Coaches

Implemented

Playground roster

Implemented

Heat swimming pool

Wish List

Combined Herzlia teams

Implemented

Athletics

Implemented an
Inter-Herzlia
Competition
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Ongoing as
to needs

Ongoing

Leadership &
Management

Support

Nets on netball posts

During Netball
seasons

Sports uniform

Implemented

Consistency and follow
through on ideas and
planning

Implemented by
AK

Information regarding
Implemented
education and new
trends and issues needed
by staff

Ongoing

A closer relationship
established between all
levels of management in
UHS

PMC Feedback

Ongoing

Regular management
and HOD meeting across
the UHS school system
to be timetabled at the
beginning of each year

Liaison meetings
twice a year

Ongoing

Implemented

Ongoing

Implemented

Ongoing

Mentorship for new
teachers/HOD’s/
Counsellors/Senco
support in system
Regular Counsellor and
SENCO report back to
staff to be timetabled

Discipline

Ongoing
monitoring

Staff discipline
committee set up

Immediate

Playground duty: new
roster

Implemented 3
staff on duty

Courtesy and respect
amongst students and
staff

Good

Ongoing

Implemented

New system
being trialled
- “blue slips”

Code of conduct to be
implemented with
appropriate
consequences.
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Staff appraisal

Staff appraisal policy to
be reviewed

Promotion of
staff members

Internal advertisement of Implemented
posts

Bullying

Communication

Uniforms

Extra Murals

Implemented

Ongoing
review of
instrument
being used
Ongoing

Opportunities for sharing
of responsibility to be
made available
Counsellors to focus on
this issue in life skills
programme.

New structures
implemented by
AK
Implemented

More staff on playground
duty.

Implemented

“Code of conduct” for
parents.

Implemented by
UHS

Ongoing

Clear guidelines as to
confidentiality amongst
staff must be agreed on

Implemented by
AK

Ongoing

Closer communication
between staff, and UHS
management to be
implemented.

Implemented
and Meetings
with Director of
Education for all
staff
New uniform
implemented –
monitoring by all
staff.

Ongoing

Implemented

Ongoing
review

Constant review,
implementation and
follow through of
misdemeanours
regarding uniform
Provision of cultural
extra murals
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Ongoing
Ongoing;
new ideas
being tried
all the time.
(Break buddies)

Ongoing

Recommendations Timeline
arising from 2017
evaluation

To be
actioned by:

Discipline

Discipline more
consistently
implemented.

New system
being trialled
during the fourth
term 2017. (Blue
slips)

School
management
team

Cultural
activities

Music, Art and
Drama options
lessons to be
implemented.

Beginning 2018

Mr Krupenia

Hebrew and
Jewish Life and
Learning

Finding suitable
Hebrew and Jewish
Life teachers.

Ongoing

Systemic and
School Heads
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CONCLUSION
The school embarked on the IQAA process of self-reflection and evaluation with
the understanding that we would be assessing the quality of our School. This
self-evaluation should be an ongoing process to assure that the ‘product’ that
we give to our Parents, Children and the greater Community is of the highest
quality.
The whole experience, from start to finish, has been a positive and beneficial
exercise. We gained insight into the running of the school and in all aspects of
governance. It was good to reflect on how we improved from the last IQAA
Evaluation in 2010. We managed to improve on most of the areas highlighted
during the previous evaluation.
The current evaluation highlighted some areas that we would need to focus on,
however, we realise that the school has a lot to celebrate.
We celebrate the inclusive approach that is offered by the school. In particular,
the work we do as a staff, including counsellors, remedial therapists and the
SENCO. This is an invaluable aspect of the Weizmann philosophy to education.
This is due to our attention to detail, pride in our work, teamwork and loyalty to
Weizmann, as well as the new management structures implemented at our
school.
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APPENDIX A: MENTOR’S REPORT ON HERZLIA WEIZMANN SCHOOL
AUGUST 2017
School:
Model Used:
Date of Evaluation:
Team Leader:
Mentor:

Herzlia Weizmann School
Core
3 August 2017
Mr Will Farrell
Mrs Norma Winearls

Reception and tone
The efficient and professional greeting by security on arrival at Herzlia
Weizmann was more than matched by the enthusiastic and vibrant atmosphere
and the warm, and welcoming staff. The introductory meeting was attended by
the Principal, Mr Krupenia, the Team Leader, Mr Will Farrell, together with team
members Ms Coetzee and Ms Nightingale.
Three of the four staff members had either been present for the 2010 IQAA
evaluation, or had participated in an IQAA evaluation at a previous school.
Rigour and efficiency of the evaluation
There are clear benefits to be derived from a second IQAA evaluation. One can
dispense with some of the earlier anxieties or concerns about the process, and
proceed to the areas which a school may wish to explore more thoroughly.
Herzlia Weizmann has a strong tradition of regular self-assessment, and the
team together with the Principal, gave full commitment to making a success of
this second IQAA assessment.
There was frequent telephonic and email communication between the mentor
and team leader. Mr Farrell was diligent in maximising the opportunity of class
visits. The team’s ‘Class Visit Template’ covered a variety of teaching, learning
and assessment criteria. I found it to be a good critical basis for my own
appreciation of the lessons that I had chosen with Mr Farrell’s advice, to attend.
The team had collated notes from the various discussion groups they had
conducted. These have been used to inform the Recommendations arising from
this evaluation.
Estimation of the success of the evaluation
I am most impressed by the transparency of the school management towards
everything to do with this quality assurance process. There is a very welcome
culture of self-assessment and reflection and a real willingness to make the
school the best that it can be.
General impressions
Herzlia Weizmann is a dynamic school. I was at all times aware of a ‘hands-on’
management style under the capable leadership of Mr Krupenia. Teachers were
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warm in their praise of his open-door policy. There is a healthy relationship
between management and teachers which is commendable. I am particularly
impressed by the collegial atmosphere amongst teachers. There is great pride in
their school and a high regard for the school leadership. This attitude permeates
the classes. I found the children to be respectful, articulate, confident and eager
to interact in class. Classes are bright, and well decorated with interesting and
appropriate work from the children. Technology was used in a number of
classes with ease and relevancy. I observed a different teaching styles led by
teachers who managed their subject matter and classes with a natural ease.
I admire the way in which Herzlia Weizmann manages the range of abilities in
each class. I was privileged to attend a couple of classes for learners who are
challenged by the work, as well as the high achievers. I commend the teachers
for their empathy and sensitivity in managing both ends of the learning
spectrum.
Endorsement of the internal team’s evaluation report
I fully endorse the Report of this second IQAA quality self-evaluation process.
Conclusion
Herzlia Weizmann under the guidance of Mr Krupenia, is a school at the top of
its game. Having written this suggests that it has no farther to progress, but
this is not the case. The management team are focused and intent on
optimising the teaching and learning that takes place. There is constant
exploration of what is best for the learners in terms of teaching, spiritual, sport
and cultural activities. There are ample opportunities available for staff
development and interaction with peers, and implementation of both tried and
tested as well as novel approaches is encouraged.
My thanks go to Mr Krupenia for his support given to the team under Mr
Farrell’s capable direction, and for his enthusiastic encouragement of the
process. I am appreciative of the warm welcome that was shown to me by the
teachers, and their generous sharing of time in their classes to chat with me.
I commend Mr Farrell and his team for their efficient and capable evaluation,
and their ability to conduct this on schedule.
I thoroughly enjoyed my time at Herzlia Weizmann and wish the staff and
leadership continued success in the future.
Norma Winearls
Mentor
August 2017
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